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Abstract 

"^A series of critical experiments in the determination 
of a plastic flow rule is re-examined using kinematic 
hardening. Non-proportional      loading      experiments      on 
thin-walled, aluminum tubes were conducted by Budiansky, 
Dow, Peters, and Shepherd in 1951 to determine whether 
plastic flow exhibits behavior consistent with the physical, 
slip theory of plasticity or with the phenomenologlcal , J*- 
flow and deformation theories. Their results were mixefl 
since none of these theories predict the full range of 
exhibited, material behavior. Pan and Rice have sparked 
recent interest in these experiments by introducing a slight 
rate dependence into slip theory. Through a judicious 
choice of a strain rate sensitivity parameter they match the 
experiments  reasonably well. 

This -iwfee- reports on the comparison of these 
experiments against the predictions of a flow rule based on 
the Prager/ Ziegler kinematic hardening theory. Both shear 
and axial strains are predicted for a variety of load 
histories. Results show good agreement between theory and 
experiment. The implications to buckling and instability 
analysis are briefly discussed.     f-      __ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this note a brief reassessment of some experiments 
Til on plastic flow rules will be made in light of the 
results predicted using Prager/Ziegler kinematic hardening. 
First the experiments will be described with the original 
comparisons using the models of J. deformation and flow 
theories (Isotropie hardening) and slip theory. Then the 
recent paper by Pan and Rice [21 employing rate sensitivity 
in the slip theory will be shown to improve the modeling. 
Finally some recent calculations using simple kinematic 
hardening  will  be  presented  and  discussed. 

At the First National Congress of Applied Mechanics in 
1951 the results of some nonproportional loading experiments 
on thin wall tubular test specimens were presented. 
Budiansky, Dow, Peters, and Shepherd [11 conducted tests at 
NACA   labs   at   Langley   Field   to   investigate   the   behavior   of 
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plastic flow near the point of a change In loading 
direction. They compressed tubes of 14S-TÄ aluminum alloy 
into the plastic range to strains of about 0.5% then 
abruptly changed the loading path and continued loading at a 
fixed ratio of axial stress Increment to shear stress 
increment, da/dt . Their Intent was to look at shear and 
axial strain response just after this loading corner. The 
simple plasticity theories in use at that time predict quite 
different strain behavior. The J, Isotropie, "«"theory 
contains a smooth yield surface *o It predicts that the 
Initial shear strain response would be elastic at a change 
In the loading direction. 

The J« deformation theory and the then recently 
proposed sll?) theory predict the Immediate accumulation of 
plastic flow. They both predict a tangent modulus which is 
reduced from Its elastic value by the formation of a corner 
on the yield surface. By determining which theory better 
approximated the experiments, the authors hoped to •xpl«*" 
why plastic buckling experiments agreed better with 
calculations using a reduced tangent modulus while the body 
of experimental evidence had supported the model of a smootn 
yield surface. 

Their results are not repeated here In detail except 
to describe the general trends and the authors conclusions. 
In each specimen the Initial shear response was •l"**0- 
For all ratios ofdo/dxthe elastic shear strain accounted for 
all the measured shear strain just after the loading corner. 
This observation Is In accordance with J, Isotropie, flow 
theory or any flow theory having a smooth yield surface. 

For continued straining the results did not favor one 
theory over another. The experiments showed shear ^mponae 
that was "softer" than predicted by Isotropie hardening flow 
theory but was "stlffer" than predicted by slip or 
deformation theories. The experimental results fell between 
the predictions. 

For most of the cases, the continued accumulation of 
plastic strain after the loading corner Is underestimated by 
these theories. One explanation lies with the treatment of 
the behavior of this aluminum alloy as rate Independent at 
room temperature. The tests were run at a very slow strain 
rate ( ~ 10 sec ) and a component of creep strain might 
be expected. This would lead to an increase in the axial 
strain over the predictions of the rate Independent theory. 

II.   RATE DEPENDENT SLIP THEORY 

In a 1983 paper by Pan and Rice [21, recent Interest 
was shown in these experiments. Rate dependence was used to 
improve the predictions of slip theory. Pan and Rice 
investigated the implications of introducting a slight rate 
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dependence into the simple slip theory of Batdorf and 
Budiansky [31. The original assumption was that the shear 
strain on any slip system in a crystal is a function only of 
the maximum resolved shear stress on that system over the 
loading history. This leads to a rate independent theory 
for the macroscopic constitutive behavior when integrated 
over all slip directions and slip systems. 

Pan and Rice assumed that the microscopic behavior is 
slightly rate dependent through a non-linear viscous re- 
lation: 

Y - a(iTTy) (1) 

whereyis the plastic shearing rate, m is the plastic strain 
rate sensitivity, ä is the reference plastic shearing rate 
and g(Y) is a function of the current state. Note that g(Y) 
is just the function for T when Y ■ i. 

Several values for m were chosen since separate tests 
for strain rate sensitivity had not been conducted. The 
value of m which gave the best matching with the 
nonproportional tests was 0.03. This value is a little 
higher than one would normally expect for aluminum at room 
temperature \2] . 

Pan and Rice show results for 3 of the 6 experiments 
conducted by Budiansky et. al. In each case they show that 
the introduction of rate dependence can greatly increase the 
agreement of slip theory with the experiments. Their 
results are repeated here in Figures 1-3. Note that the 
original results of Budiansky et. al. are also plotted. An 
initial elastic shear stress-strain response is predicted at 
the loading corner in accordance with observations. The 
continued deformation is also predicted quite ./eli although 
there is some divergence between theory and experiment at 
higher strain. By judicious choice of the strain rate 
sensitivity parameter, rate dependent slip theory can be 
shown to give a good description of these nonproportional 
loading experiments. 

For detailed calculations on buckling and other 
instability phenomena the information obtained from these 
types of tests are crucial. The predicted loads are very 
sensitive to the transverse stiffness after longitudinal 
plastic straining. The rate dependent slip theory is shown 
to provide a good model which can match experiments quite 
well by adjusting the strain rate sensitivity. This sort of 
a microscopically based model is useful when considering 
simple geometries and homogenous stress states but is far 
too computationally expensive for use in general analysis 
such as might be conducted using a finite element code. It 
is for this reason that this author has examined simple, 
kinematic hardening in the context of nonproportional 
loading. 
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III.  KINEMATIC PARDRNTNC 

Pudiansky et. al. Ul remarked that their data might 
be best correlated by a linear flow theory whose loading 
Junction gives a higher curvature to the fading surfaCe at 
the prestress point that does isotropic hardening. The 
simple kinematic hardening model proposed by Prager 41 
satisfies just such a set of conditions, the curvature being 
aiven by that of the initial yield surface. Prager first 
induced the concept of a translating yield surface in 

1955 so the model was not available to *udiaT
nfky «^ *1;h^ 

the time they analyzed these experiments. It appears tnat 
nonproportional loading experiments of this type have never 
Seen examined w^th the kinematic hardening model. After the 
earlv iWs, the experimental emphasis In o*;*}81 

p!asUcity turned away from studying flow rules to Plotting 
yield loci. Kinematic hardening concepts have been 
^cJessfully used to describe some of the Phenomena 
associated with yield surface movement but as * f*0* ™le 

the theory has not been subject to the same experimental 

scrutiny. 

Without going Into a detailed discussion of the 
development of this phenomenologlcal theory, a few "mJ^ 
are appropriate. The theory considered here is tnat 
proposed by Prager [41 and later modified by Zi^"/5^ 
Restricting7 ourselves to small grains we consider an 
initial yield surface of the von Mlses type which retains 
?i size amT shape but translates without notation during 
clastic straining. The flow rule is associative and the 
eiolutlon law for the position, In stress space, of the 
yield surface center Is given by 

i  - v(S-a) (?) 

where S Is the stress devlator and v Is the scalar function, 
derlvalle from the consistency condition, which describes 
the hardening behavior. This theory was applied to the 
experiments of Budlansky et. al. A power law form was 
applied totSmatCh the standard unlaxlal stress strain curve 
In compression given In [21. 

where  a#» 25 ksi <3^ 
n « 3.33 
c » 0.0317 

These values gave a very ^d match to the compression 
experiment and provided easy evaluation ^ ^e stiffness at 
any strain level during the nonproportlonal test. In order 
JS7 account for slight differences In aerial properties 
between specimens, we adopt the fame aPProach as Budlansky 
et. al.  During the pure compresslve loading portion of each 
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test the uniaxial stress strain curve was compared with of 
the standard curve. The ratio, denoted by X, of the stress 
given by the standard curve to that of the individual 
specimens during the compressive loading was used to modify 
the expression above. They assumed that the plastic strain 
would be a function 
of X   times o . 

eP=  c   ( l)n (4) 
where ,    .ao 1 «   (Qy)   standard   curve 

(ax) specimen 

This allowed the same uniaxial stress strain relation 
to be used for all the specimens even though small 
differences in the flow stress level were exhibited between 
specimens. The values of X were determined from the 
compressive loading portion of the tests. They are 
tabulated in fll. 

The kinematic hardening relations were coded using a 
one-step, Euler explicit integration scheme. The step size 
was varied to study error accumulation. Increasing the 
number of equal steps from 100 to 1000 changed the final 
plastic strain by less than 1%. Since error varies 
inversely with step size in a linear fashion for explicit 
Euler 1000 steps was considered sufficient for predictions 
within experimental accuracy. The same procedure was also 
used to integrate small strain, isotropic hardening 
relations for comparison. 

The six loading histories tested by Budiansky et. al. 
were considered. They are shown schematically in Figure 4, 
Notice that the ratios ofda/dxfor continued loading varied 
from +1.91 to -1.13. This covered the range from total 
loading to elastic unloading. 

Figures 5-10 show the results for the isotropic and 
kinematic models compared to the experimental data. Shear 
stress versus plastic shear strain and versus the increase 
in plastic axial strain are plotted. Notice in each case 
that the kinematic hardening model matches the shear strain 
response very well. The kinematic model accurately predicts 
the softer response for shear following axial extension. 
The most interesting point is that the kinematic model does 
such a good job of predicting when plastic flow will 
recommence for the two cases when the loading trajectories 
go back through the elastic zone of the kinematic and 
isotropic models ( da/dT= -0.^56, -1.13). This is clearly 
seen from Figure A where the shear stress levels for the 
intersection of the loading path with the yield surface is 
much different for the two models. The kinematic model 
yields results much closer to experimental observation. 
This is an example of how non-proportional loading tests are 
valuable and necessary in constructing a flow rule. 
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da 
An Interesting behavior is predicted for the case dx « 

-1.13. Figure 10 shows that the axial strain changes 
direction for the kinematic hardening model. This is a 
result of the yield surface translating far enough to the 
right that the loading point has moved around to the left 
half of the yield surface. Unfortunately, the experiments 
were not run far enough to show whether this behavior would 
occur. The kinematic model does a good job of predicting 
these axial strains. The kinematic hardening model does 
better than the other theories applied to this problem. It 
predicts more axial straining than the other theories and 
provides a good overall match with experiments. 

IV.   CONCLUSIONS 

The calculations presented here demonstrate that 
although most plasticity theories yieid identical results 
when applied to proportional load histories, the cnange in 
loading direction can greatly affect the predicted material 
response. In particular, simple kinematic hardening was 
shown to provide much better agreement with experiment than 
Isotropie hardening. In light of the overwhelming use of 
Isotropie hardening in even this small strain regime the 
analyst must use care In applying a particular hardening 
model. The results presented here indicate that kinematic 
hardening should be a more suitable model for buckling or 
bifurcation studies. In fact, Tvergaard f*1 showed that 
large strain, kinematic hardening provided good results for 
biaxial necking. 
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Figure 1. Results of Pan and Rice [2] showing comparison 
of the various theories with the experiments of Budlansky 
et. al. [1] for do/di - 1.91 .  Note that they use the 
notation of o 11 and o 12 
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Figure 2.  Results of Pan and Rice [2] showing comparisons 
among the various theories for do/dx - -1.13 . 
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Figure   3.     Reiulti  of  Pan and  Rice   [2]   ahowlng  coaparlaona 
among  the  various  theories  for  do/dt   -  1.18   . 
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Figure   A.      Comparison   of  Initial  yield   surface with 
that  predicted  after   Initial  axial   compression using 
both   Isotropie   and   kinematic  hardening.     The   subsequent 
loading   trajectories   are  also  shown  with  the   corresponding 
values   of   do/dx. 
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Figur«   6 .     Conparison   of   Isotropie  and  klnanatlc  hardening 
flow  thaorlaa with  axparlmtnta  of  Budiansky  at.   al.   [1]. 
Fillad  trianglat  indicate Baasuraaantt of  plastic  flow along 
do/dr  -   1.18      after   initial   axial   coapression. 
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Figur«    7.     Covparisen  of  Isotropie  «nd  kinonatic hardanlng 
flow thaorlas with axparlaants of  Budianaky at.   al.   [1]. 
Flllad  trlanglaa  Indicate «aaauranauts  of plaatlc  flow along 
do/dt • 0.378     after   Initial  axial   conpresilon. 
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Figurt   8 •     Comparison  of   Isotropie  and   kinanatic   hardsning 
flow  theories  with  experiments  of   Budiansky   at.   al.   UJ. 
Filled   triangles   indicate  measurements  of   plastic   flow along 
do/dt  »0.052      after   initial  axial   compression. 
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Pigurt 9 .  Co«p«rl«on of Isotropie and kln«««tlc hardtnlng 
flow thtorltt with «xptrinonti of Budiantky «t. «1. HI. 
Fllltd trlonglt« indlcatt ««aturtaont« of plastic flow «long 
do/dt "-0.656 aftar initial axial eoapraaaion. 
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Figur« 10 •     Coaparlson  of   Isotropie  and  kinematic  hardening 
flow  thaorias vith axparlnanta   of  Budlansky  at.   al.   [1]. 
Filled   triangles   indicate  ncaaurenents  of  plaatlc   flow   along 
do/dt  •   -1.13    after   initial  axial  compression. 
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